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Anniversary Day For Philos
PHILOS CELEBRATE FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY
Friday evening the Philalethean
Literary Society celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary. An artists' program composed of the finest talent was presented. The stage was beautifully dec
orated in blue and white. The Philo
motto, "Lovers of Truth," hung between the two dates '78 and '28. Ferns
and sprays of pink blossoms added
daintiness and taste to the setting.
The program was one of the finest
presented this year. The audience demonstarted its appreciation and enjoy
ment in the large number of encores
that were requested.
The History of the Society, read
by Mr. Boyll, described the struggling
infancy of the Philos and their marked
development. The Philo flag floating
on the smoke stack each year and the
annual hay ride are two of the traditions that have been handed down
from year to year. The Philos have
shared largely in the honors of the
school.
The program was as follows:
Piano Solo, Miss Poorman
Violin Quartet composed of Professor
Fenstermacher, and the Messrs. Rolland Rice, John Owen, and Wendell
Owen.

Testimony Meeting at
League Service
"He spake unto them in the cloudy
pillar; they kept his testimonies, and
the ordinances he gave them. Then
answered them, 0 Lord our God."
Psalms 99:7-8.
Moses and Aaron kept his testimon
ies and He answered their prayer.
God is no respector of persons. He is
not limited, and He is more than will
ing to' answer the prayer of His obedient children. Let us believe Him and
take Him at His word.

ECHO
Feature P a f f or Echo
R e a er s

Volunteers Hear
Missionary Talk

Life and Casualty
Insurance Policy
Dr. Paul in the Prayer Meeting,
Thursday evening urged everyone to
take advantage of the "Life and Cas
ualty Insurance Policy" of the Scrip
tures. The 91 Psalm is a policy that
is good any time, any where. The ex
tent of the guarantee is not that we
won't have trouble, but that God will
either deliver us or transform the
trouble and make them "experiences."
as Henry Ford has termed some of
his business mistakes. We might as
well make arrangements for trouble,
but it is a good idea to take out this
policy. "I will be with him in trou
ble." It is better to be in trouble with
the Lord than out of trouble without
Him.
"I will be with him in trouble; I
will deliver him and honor him. With
long life will I satisfy him and show
him my salvation."

Science Classes Have
Picnic

Seniors Plan Heavy
Schedule

wil1 see thab they are not asleep'

^ay 6
Senior Gospel Team at Wabash St.
M. E. Church, Wabash Ind. Rev. E.
B Megnity, pastor.
May 13, 2:30 P.M.
Senior Gospel Team at Wabash, Ind.
Second U. B.—North Wabash St.,
G L. Edie, pastor.
7:30 P. M. Middle St. M. E. Church.
Wabash Indiana. Rev. Sweeny, pastor.
May 20, 1928
Memorial service—Ft. Wayne. Lindenwood Cemetery in the afternoon
and at the First M_ E_ church for a
7.30 evening service.
May 27, 1928
Senior Gospel Team
2:30 P.M. Robert Clark's Church.
7:30 P.M. First M. E. Church, Mar
ion, Indiana
Dr. J. F. Daugherty, pastor.
June 3, 1928
Gaston M. E. Church
Rev. Jesse Fox, Pastor
7:30 P. M. Service—Senior Gospel
Team
ARTIST RECITALS
May 16, 1928 8:00 P.M.
Marion Senior H. S. Auditorium
Prof. Pogue and Faculty
May 18, 1928 8:00 P.M.
First M. E. Church, Union City, Ind.
Prof. Pogue and Faculty
May 25 8:00 P.M.
High School Auditorium, Rockfo'rd,
Ohio.
Under the .Auspices of Bessie Frank
Brown's Church,
Student Artist Recital
Ruth Flood—Reader
G. L. Edie—Soloist
Jeanette Groff—Pianist
Girls Quartette. (Quartette that
won the Quartet contest)
May 23, 1928 8:00 P. M.
Dedicatory Organ Recital by Prof.
Chas. Hansen,
(Blind organist of Indianapolis)

ion of Betty Beebe and Dean Irish. In
the excitement, Mr. Wilcox stumbled
and broke his box of candy and Mr.
Masa captured it. Yells for Prof, and
Mrs. Werkenthin were led by Hilda
Zellar and about eight fifteen the
party returnedj ihome to
fel
a _ atell
_11 atheir
,
"
low students all about it and make us
all wish we were in one Prof. Werkenthin's classes.

Student Honored By
National Fraternity

NUMBER 29

Spanish Banquet A Success
Oratorical Contest Well
Attended

SOUTHERN SCENE ATTRACTION
SOANGETAHA EVENT

To the strains of The Melody Four,
Spanish waitresses made appointments
with young men and ladies in
Of the men and women that deliv- tbe forest glade while their Seniors
ered orations on the life of Bishop stood at perfect attention with arms
William Taylor, Wednesday evening, crossed, in the shaded background.
Elsa Buchanan Wins First Place

the women participants were awarded
the honor—first prize going to' Elsa
Buchanan and second prize to Anna
Stewart.
May 2, is the birthday of Taylor
University s namesake, and it is apl>roPriately commemorated annually
by orations on his life and achievements, which are given by a group
0f students No little enthusiasm wa*
°.
™
" s . i n o utile entnusiasm was
disPlayed by the audience this year,
slnce the number of orators was less
than usua1' and each orator, although
talking about the same subject, drew
out new phases and interpretations
that added new interest.
"Eyes that See" by Anna Stewart,
was the -first oration. Her qui
et, unassuming voice, and earnestness
in depicting Bishop Taylor's great
harvest field left a picture that will
not soon be forgotten.
The powerful magnetism of Bishop
Taylor—his dauntless spirit and service was vividly portrayed by Elsa
Buchanan in her oration—"The Draw
ing Power of a Drawing Life." Dif
fering from the others she arose to
real orational style and charmed her
audience by a dramatic force that gave
•
, • .
. , . •
vigor and interest to her message,
Cecil Shephard in "Day by Day,"
spoke in a quiet, yet pleasant man
ner. It was interesting to note that
he compared the great evangelist's
life with that of Lincoln and also the
missionary Paul.
An oration that bespoke the work of
a deep thinker was Charles Hahn's,
s

a e l

As the music continued, more perfectly were minds directed to the
South and tropics with its vine-covered trees, wooded background, and overhanging mosses. The fountain flowcd freely with its cool sparkling water and embanked flowers drank in
the moisture.
Thoughts
X I I U U C U I / O were
H C I C brought
U X U U U T I L back
l i c i t K from
I
"Dreams the ^
Fountain of Youth"
professor Wells gave the Invocation
Appetites grew as fours were then
seated at the prettily decorated tables. The fragrance of carnations and
blue bells from the tables permiated
To add to the forest effect,
f
Jack-in-the-pulpit favors held the
mints. Very unique hand tinted place
cards and programs were layed at
, .
eaC
P a eThe Spanish service was perfect and
^be courses deftly brought fopth.
dbe menu was as follows:

of Dignity'" He Sained the
"The„Rise
C L :. i • i:J_I_
i
attention
of his listeners with
a_ low
but emphatic voice and pictured the
life of Bishop Taylor—a life that had
paid his price by service and submission to the will of God.
Before and after the contest a quartet composed of he Messrs. Metcalf,
Edl®' Owen and Weston entertained
wlth some of BlsboP Taylor s hymns.
Mrs. Atkinson sang the evangelist's
Royal Proclamation song.
While waiting for the judges decision, Dr. Paul gave a brief talk on
Bishop Taylor's achievements and then
formally presented to' the public his
latest work on the great evangelist's
life—"The Soul Digger."

^

Fruit Cockatail
Stuffed Pork Chops
Riced Potatoes
Gravy
Fried Pineappje
Parker House Rolls
Spanish Salad
ice Cream
' /
Wafers
Coffee
Mints
As the members and guests sipped
coffee, the toast mistress arose to her
position. The story of Ponce De Leon
anb his search for the Fountain of
U^h 7as wel1 told and conclude<j
5°
KA• t K o t o c t +-Uo4/->TT/-.»-*Iv.«-« < i m ^
by
the fact that the evening
was com,plete as The Fountain of Youth, that
eve, was there.
Miss Bogue's toast was ably returned ;n resp0nse by Miss Miller, th^
founder of the Soangetaha Club and
Miss Draper who named the club.
Professor Howard sent his sincere
regrets in not being. able to be prf._
sent F0n0Wing this, the guests were
surprisingly entertained by the cldb
mascot, Irma Jean Wells who sang and
played.

Fire! Fire

The degree of honor, order of De
bating, in Pi Kappa Delta, a national
Immediately after chapel, Monday,
honorary forensic fraternity, has re- Prof. Werkenthin demonstrated to the
-9«ntM T award®d *° Elton ,®tets,on' students how to put out a fire. A small
28. Mr. Stetson (B0Z0) won this dis- bonfire had been built and after pourtinction by completing three years of jng 0n a large amount of oil, he lightsuccessful collegiate debating. As ed (be fire. When it got well started,
there is no chapter of Pi Kappa Delta be took the extinguisher and invertat Taylor, he has the distinction of be- ing ;t directed a stream of he fluid
ing the only one of his kind on the at the blaze. Soon all that remained
campus, having won membership be- was a blackened mass. To those who
fore coming to Taylor
could get near enough, he described
He is now airing a reautiful Fra- the mechanism of the extinguisher,
ternity key, in which is set a pearl and A further demonstration of where the
an emerald, indicating his standing extinguishers are in the main buildin the organization.
ing might not be amiss.

Some Facts Concerning the Pipe Organ
The Senior Class reports $3200 received to date in cash and pledges.
There is yet $2300 to be raised before Commencement. Many friends have
responded to the challenging need and encouraged the Seniors with their
pledges.
A gift of $100 entitles the donor's name to be placed upon a bronze
tablet to be erected near the console of the organ. Could a more fitting way
be found to perpetuate the memory of a relative or friend? Pledges may
extend over a period of two or three years.
In two weeks the seniors must
organ. At present they do not have
should sense the need of Taylor and
appreciated. Checks should be made
of the senior class.

DINNER

RECREATION HALL
SATURDAY EVENING

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 1928

To The Reader:
We have tried to give you some
thing out of the ordinary in this issue
of the Echo. You will find the whole of
Dr. Vayhinger brought the message
page three devoted to a feature or
to the Volunteer Groupr on Monday
1 ~
U "" "a
J magazine
,
section. It contains stories
night
and poems written by our own stu
"God's hand is tied to his ear. When dents. We think you will find them
,
....
we bombard his ear, his hand flies , ., . ,
both instructive^a£d ^
out to serve us."
Some of them we have obtained at
God is waiting for an intercessor,
great personal risk, for example, we
The remedy for the world's ills is a
stole one of the articles out of the
prayermeeting.
owner's room without his permission
The first chapter of Romans might
,
,
, ,
,
. o r knowledge. H e will not know the
have been written today because of
,
,.
.
.
iact until he sees his story in this
its application today.
paper. However, we think the article
There are hungry hearts crying for justifies the risk. You will see by this
the message all over the world—the however, to what lengths we have
only remedy is prayer.
gone to
.
.
.
.
J
w v secure
u v v u a c . this
K i n o material
i i i u i / C i i a i for
1 U 1 our
UUJL
An
isa one ,who
,
. .be a jor.
. intercessor
. .
. is prayed
„
readers.
(When you get, to
1 f
up for himself and ready to pray for
nalist you will realize that this proothers,
cedu-e is entirely within the code of
if you don't give the world the Gosethics of any good journalist a la
pei( you are lost,
Sin-sickness is the worst kind of Hurst.) Under ordinary circumstances
such a procedure would not be con
sickness, and Christ is the only physidered wise.
sician who can cure it.
There are indications of an imminimpending, terrible war. There
is a prohecy of terrible catastrophe
for May 29, 1928. There is one way
to prevent any disaster—"Prayer
Changes Things."
Six o'clock Saturday morning found
Prayer that doesn't expect an an- a cold and chilly overcoated group of
swer is not prayer.
students in front of the girls dormi
There are four bases of prayer:
tory. Nothing could dampen their spir
its for each one was imagining a de
(1) promise (Psa. 2:8)
licious breakfast. They journeyed 1%
(2) prophecy
miles west of the college and there
(3) providence
(4) the leading of the Holy Spirit built a fire and commenced the pro
cess of roasting wieners. For breakin nraver
-c a r hl
e
a
t ,
a
•
,
There can be no "if1 in
prayer, The
rne f
ast t ey had: Roast wieners, buns,
only price, is asking. But be sure to deviled eggs, hard ' Jiicd eggs, pickles
fN it so God gets the glory.
bananas, apples, olives, marshmallows
You have got to have faith in
coffee and cream.
world of doubt.
When the inner man was complete
ly satisfied, Prof. Werkenthin an
nounced a contest in each of his clas
ses. In inorganic chemistry Harrison
Wilcox won the prize, the winner in
ganic chemistry was' Ivan Summers
Do you wonder what the Seniors are and in Geology, Dorothy Collins was
doing? Cast your eye over this pro- victorious. The" prize in each case
gram then add one hundred and one a ]arge box 0f candyminor details and responsibilities. You
Games followed under the supervis

We need to praise God more. The
joy of the Lord is our strength.
David
6
said, "Exalt ye the Lord." Definite
testimony helps us and those around
us; it brings conviction to the unsaved
and back-slidden.
The service was devoted to praise
and testimony. Mr. Hawks testified
to the blessing he received. When he
testified definitely to entire Sanctification, He said, "We should preach
it in season and out of season."
The testimonies had a ring of victory and praise in them, which were
helpful to all. Following the testimonies the Misses Osman and Stewart
brought a message in song entitled,
"He Never Forgets to Keep Me."
Miss Osman brought to our atten
tion the need of prayer for Africa.
Let us remember the mission fields
in prayer.

EUREKA

make their first cash payment on the
enough cash to meet it. Echo readers
rally to the call. Even a dollar will be
payable to Harrison Wilcox, treasurer

Art—an Expression of Dreams"
was the interesting subject of Miss
Crosier. Following the reading given
by Mr. Draper, Professor Wells sppke
of "The Dreams of Youth."
Miss Irene Reeder rendered a beau
tiful piano selection.
As a conclusion of the program.
Miss „„„„
Beebe presented each four year
memberTf the loIngetThas with
Honor Certificate,
The following girls received certificates:
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Mrs.

Blank
Jackson
Gleason
Bogue
Taylor
Ward

Gamma Epsilon
Gamma Epsilon met at 4:30 in Society Hall Wednesday afternoon.
In the last four meetings we have
been studying the practical phase of
the ministry in a more definite way.
Wednesday afternoon, the subject for
discussion was, "The Similarity of
the sinner's rejection of Regeneration
and 'the Regenerated person's refusal
of Sanctification."
This part of the work is intensely
interesting especially for those who
are planning to go into definite service for the Lord. All girls and women that are interested are cordially
invited to attend and take part.
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Standing or Living?

time in organization and trying out
new theories they fail to get their
Published weekly by the Taylor University Echo Co., students of Taylor
J
fortunes in the right channels. The
University, Upland, Indiana.
Standing in the jaw of great peril church is barren of fruit and the world
Ent
d
as
se
C0
d
class
matter
^, , J , S
> October 15, 1913, at the Upland Post
n«.
What would the Seniors do? They
or opposition demands the best of any is still in sin, nations are slipping
Office at Upland, Indiana, under act of March 3, 1879.
would do as they pleased. It is not the
man but standing when we should be in chaos and ruin and Satan is fast
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
custom for the Senior Class to have
living is an act of the base cowardice taking men to his support through imiEditor-in-chief
Elton Stetson
to assist in the clean up day unless
Managing Editor
Albert Krause
any man can show. Today a conflict tations of Him who is Life. God help
they desire. This is only right since
News Editor
Ruby Breland
is raging in the world. The supreme us to wake up. Lets quit standing for
they are already doing their bit for
Athletic Editor
Morris Baldwin
figure of history, the greatest insti- so' much and let us live for Christ,
Literary Editor
Anna Stewart
the interests of a bigger and better
tution of man is in the midst of one Let us present Him, trust Him, accept
Alumni Editor
Ora Taylor
Taylor.
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
Raymond Rice
of the most glaring verbal combats Him, serve Him and see Him draw all
Special Correspondent
Lillian Scott
brought forth in time. On either side men to Himself. Today lets stop
Reporters
The Juniors should be commended of the Cross we find the thieves rag- standing and lets live,
Beth Severn
for their interest in the welfare of the ing on the Christ, cursing him and
Bread which is fresh baked melts
Dorothy Hobson
Seniors. Never was a graduating class debauching his name. Christ looking in the mouth of any hungry soul
Helen Hessenauer
as well attended, especially on Sunday down on the hillsides hears not the but Bread that stands soon becomes
Kenneth Fox
evenings.
Jeff Paul
malefactors but yearns to deliver the so unfit for use that even a lean dog
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
people from their burden of sin. His turns up his nose in disgust when it
Business Manager
Howard Runion
EVOLUTION? ? ? ?
heart is bleeding, it is the ninth hour, is offered him for food. We as ChristAssistant Business Manager
Virgil Brown
Darwin was right!
darkness is over the earth and none ians, when we are fresh for Christ
Subscription Manager
Wilson Paul
Advertising Manager
Harrison Taylor
seem to understand. Ye pray Lord, feed any hungry soul but the longer
We have found proof for it.
Circulation Manager
Everett Shilliday
History class 5 furnishes us with Lord, but ye do not understand what we stand, the more unfit we become
Assistant Cir. Manager
Tracy Martindale
I say. You profess to love me yet you for use and even the most desperate
the example.
Secretary
Marguerite Deyo
sell me for thirty pieces of silver. You sinner turns away in disgust when
Subscription Price, $1.75 per annum (thirty-three or more issues) in
It is a case of the survival of the claim to be with me yet you quarrel we offer our Christ for his food. God
United States, if paid before January 1, 1928; $2:00 per annum after January fittest.
1, 1928; $2:00 per annum by mail.
with yourselves and gnash on each help us to' move, to live to serve Jesus
The only hitch in the whole theory other as fierce wolves. Did I call you Christ and hasten the day when He
is that at the present moment extinc to stand or did I call you to live ? Do I shall be all in all in the hearts of all
MUSINGS ON MOTHER
tion of the whole tribe is imminent.
protect you or do you protect me?
men.
That would be rather hard on Dar
Methodism and all other isms are
Can you and I convince men that
I understand
win wouldn't it? And a blow to the shaken by the glaring statistics they Jesus is the Son of God by standing
That when God looked down from
theory. For that reason we are hoping find staring them in the face from for it? Can we prove to men his virHeaven He gave to earth—man,
that none will survive.
the reports of their constituted bodies, gin entrance to flesh by argumentaWhy God's compassionate heart saw the need of man and gave
No one seems to believe the report tion? Can we prove Moses wrote the
us mothers.
Poor old Darwin, little did he sus of their witnesses and the church first books of law and that Jonah was
And now I understand the great hearts of mothers
pect that he was to be the cause of seems to be fast losing its grip on swallowed by a fish by asertion? No.
Because they came from God.
the Tennessee Anti-Evolution Law, mankind, why? The church is stand- The only way you and I can convince
And I think of my utter ignorance, defiance, thoughtlessness or that his theory should crumble as ing rather than living Christ.
men of the truth of the Gospel and
And I weep for I think
a result of a class of English History
the Power of Christ is to accept Him,
The
secret
of
the
Christian
move
Of the tender pleadings that fell on deaf ears,
at Taylor University.
stand for Him, yes, live for Him. Ye
ment is the fact that Jesus Christ is
Of the unending patience that I tried from day to day,
are my witnesses if you do what so
a living spirit in the universe of
Of a great love that sacrificed her wants for my own—
Say Fellows!! Where was that FIRE
ever I tell you. Go ye. I am the Way,
men. He stands not nor does he call
And still I remember
SALE on Wing Collars? Such a craze
the Truth, and the Light. I stand not
for
men
to'
stand.
Hie
last
command
The tears shed for me when I cared not,
as we are having on that variety of
but live that I will intercede; that I
to his disciples was to go and because
The silvered hair on her smooth temples
masculine vanity in these last few
might send the Spirit; that I might
they
did
not
move
fast
enough
he
The anxious eyes and the wrinkled forehead,
week is enough to' cause a stir in the
come and receive you unto myself.
brought persecution upon them to
The work-worn fingers that toiled for me,
New York Stock Exchange.
Because I live ye shall stand. No!
move them. He drove them from JeThat sewed, and washed and cooked unceasingly.
Ye shall live also. Let's live Jesus
4ii a„ tellow l
j is
• to
. get. on rusalem , and scattered them to the
Dear God! I did not think
All
has tto do
today.
oa wing collar, a„ 11
i
u
iuttermost
That my compliance would make her happy,
black bow tie, andj a „
. , _ parts
, , of the known world,
-—A Plec Trum.
My sacrifice would be her sacrifice,
shoe shine and he is so dressed up that He took Paul from his native haunts
My thoughtfulness would make her smile,
it gives him the back ache for a week and plunged him into the midst of You can always tell a
the Heathen, He took other great men
My obedience would smooth her forehead,
afterwards.
Senior by his cap and gown;
too numerous to mention and thrust
My willingness to work would make her glad.
You can always tell a
them out so that they might live
Dear God, I did not think.
Oh, yes, and by the way, on the
Junior by the way he struts around;
rather
than stand for his purpose.
I did not think.
day of the Junior-Senior reception
You can always tell a
I feel as the Prodigal Son—sorry, relenting.
some culprit walked right into my Today the world demands that we live
Sophomore by this and that and such
And I ask thee, dear father
room, which is Number 9, Swallow- and not stand. Why should we spend You can always tell a
To forgive my short comings
Robin, and swiped one of the bloom- years m protecting the vlr^in birth
Freshman, but you cannot tell him
My love for mother is true
ing things right off from my dress- °f Christ' the resurrection of the
much.
Now I know my smile will make her glad
er—that is, he borrowed it while I ScrlPtures and a thousand and one o'th—Selected.
My kindness will make her rejoice,
wasn't looking. I wish he would re- er doSmas and man made ideas and
And my letters will cheer her heart.
turn the same, as I am liable to have thwart the will of God? Jesus proves
CAMPUS NEWS
Dear God, I thank thee for mothers,
to go to a wedding, or a funeral or himself and we do not need to prove
Him.
He
is
not
a
statue
but
He
is
a
For a great mother's love
prize fight, or something like that,
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ayres of In
Makes me worthy of mother.
soon, and I'll need to be dressed up living Jesus who will dominate the dianapolis were visitors at the home
hearts
of
man.
He
is
the
Christ.
He
My mother!
myself. Thank you.
of Dr. and Mrs. B. W. Ayres, Sunday.
is the one when presented that breaks
—Contributed by Dorothy Hobson
down all opposition and gives men
Rev. and Mrs. Robert L. Tressler
peace. He has done it and will always
CAMPUS DAY—A JOB FOR THE JUNIORS
of the class of '18, with their two
do it. He lives.
(Don't read this editorial, you might disagree)
children, have been visiting on the
The majority of those folk who' de- campus while en route to Minneapolis,
We suppose, at least, we surely hope that in the near future some one
clare their lot to stand so emphaticwill institute Campus Clean-up Day. The campus surely needs it. We must
ally for things about Jesus seem to
Dorothy Jerrett, a former student
have it before May 23, for on that day we are to have visitors. We should
have long since lost the vision of was a visitor here Sunday. She was
have it before for the simple reason that we like to be cleaned up whether we
service and now instead of sending accompanied by her sister, Gladys.
have visitors or not—that is some of us do.
the tithe of their fortune to save man
Here is where the Juniors come in. Campus day in previous years has
they spend it in protecting things aDr. Paul is in Kansas City, attend
been a perfect jumble and hodge-podge of disorganized effort. Who is in
bout Christ. The majority of those ing general conference and assisting
charge of it, that is what we wish to know? It should not resolve upon our
folk who claim to socialize the world Dr. Jos. H. Smith in evangelistic ser
already overburdened faculty to try to boss about 300 students over about 20
by philanthropic ideals spend so much vices.
acres of campus and see that everything that ought to be done is done. It is not
a faculty task in the first place. They would not have to be on the job at all
if we students had an ounce of school pride about us. Under ordinary circum
This is the latest tele-photo of Vir
stances it should be a good day for a Faculty Picnic, then they could have
gil McAllister, measuring the Seniors
Mr. Raymond Rice
some fun and we would get a rest for once—every one would be satisfied.
Who then would superintend the WORKS? Who but the Juniors? The for their caps and gowns.
As you will see Mac prefers measur
Junior men in consultation with Dr. Ayres should go over the work carefully,
Naomi Gegan: "Have you some
A man's wife is his better half.
plan what was to be done, arrange the workers into groups (it is best to ing for the GOWN, and he also pre
thing
snappy in rubber bands?"
This man has married twice.
have the classes work together), look after the tools and all such matters. fers the ladies.
Clerk: "No, but we have something
When the work is done in one place the superintendents would direct the
Therefore, this man has nothing left
catchy in fly paper."
There are banquets and there are
gangs to another part of the field. In that way the work could be easily ac
of himself.
banquets. Saturday was a banquet a
complished by noon.
Hogle (in elevator at Marion):
In the afternoon what? What would you say to having some class field la Spanish.
Patient: "The size of your bill makes
"Fourth floor, please."
?!?!*
events? We could have a series of class contests—Freshman-Sophomore tug
my blood boil."
Girl
Operator:
"Here
you
are,
son."
It was all right, you know but what
of war etc. (Frosh, don' you remember the tug of war that we had at the
Doctor: "That will be $20 more for
Hogle: "What's the idea of calling
I am concerned about is the costum
Eulog outing ?) A most interesting afternoon could be arranged.
sterilizing your system."
me
son,
you're
not
my
mother."
In the evening (and here is where the Junior girls come in) we could ing of the waiters and waitresses.
Operator: "Well, I brought you up,
have a great All-College-Banquet. After the banquet each class could put on When such prosaic and dignified sen didn't I?"
Dr. Ayres: "You are accused of
a stunt, or something in the way of continued contest of more composed iors as Harry Wilcox, the President
stealing spoons from the restaurant."
) Council, and Earl
nature. The class taking the prize could receive some suitable recognition. of the (
Accused: "I took'them in error."
If you can't face your bills, foot
Here is another plan: we could combine these activities with what we Allen, chairman of the Senior Gift them.
Dr. Ayres: "In error? What do you
Committee, should deck themselves
already have for Class Day and thus make a REAL day out of it!
mean?"
out as bold and ruthless Troubadors
Fellows, what do you say? Girls, what do you say?
Accused: "I thought they were sil
Baldwin:
"Can
you
keep
a
secret,
ver."
JUNIORS!! WHAT DO YOU SAY? Let us do a little reorganization or haberdashers, or what you call Jeanette?"
them,—you see for yourself that some
here, and for once in our lives do the thing right.
Miss Groff: "Sure thing, but it's
We only hope the Junior Class has more pep than the Apple-sauce thing is radically wrong.
Mumby (looking at the bathtub on
always my luck to tell a girl who
Council. Time will tell.
second floor): "Your bathtub is kept
(It becomes my bounden duty to ex can't."
rather clean."
pose all such scandal.)
Many other colleges have a definite organization of students who have
Deyo': "Yes, it gets cleaned about
Cameron: "So you and 'yours' don't
student police powers of the campus. Where they have such an organization
We can excuse the ladies for their speak any more?"
once a day or when ever it needs it."
the work of Campus Day naturally falls to them. It would be a fine thing if part of the affair. They never get over
Paul: "No; we had a dreadful quar_
Mumby: "Ours on third floor gets
we had such a student organization here. We might have a little more personal that "little girl" stage in which they
rel about who loved each other the cleaned once a month whether it needs
interest in the campus and similar things, in that case. Then when some one delight in "fixing themselxes up." It most,
it or not."
persisted in cutting across the lawns or in parking his car in front of a breaks the monotony of life, and sat
NO PARKING sign, instead of having one of our professors feel the ne isfies their desire for playing makeWilliams: "How do you like married
cessity of getting up and pleading with us to take more interest, the members believe. Through intuition they realize
life?
Professor Furbay: "What is a deof this body would resort to the persuasion of the PADDLE. The PADDLE the futility of ever getting the man
Bryan: "Well, my wife's just like tour?"
seems to be the only means by which a message can be effectively planted
of their dreams, so they get a huge an umpire. She never thinks I'm safe
Harrison Taylor: "The roughest dis
upon the gray-matter of some individuals.
lot of satisfaction out of make believe, when I'm out."
tance between two points."
BoZo SeZ:

PRUNES AND PRISMS
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UPLAND'S RAILROAD
STATION AS OTHER
PEOPLE SEE IT

PAGE THREE

THE LOOSE BOARD

F E A T U R E S h3

A

fter riding on a black, puffing,
iron horse for twenty four hours
it is natural that anyone would
be glad to see a railroad station which
B E D BUGS
they could set foot on and know that
a future nine months home was but
one mile away. I would be glad to
ou are creepy already I know.
The very idea, bed bugs. They
think that the English language con
are such adorable little creatures
tained enough words to describe my
first impression of Upland's railroad so tame and nice. They are not afraid
station but I am sorrow to say that it of one and especially do they like to be
does not.
close to one in cold weather. They trot
It seemed to me that the train made along quickly and are always awake,
George D
thought he had found
at least one hundred stops from Col
something, the other night, and came
umbus Ohio to Upland, Indiana, but at
last the conductor uttered those pre in to ask me if I knew anything about
bed bugs. I informed him that I had
cious words of "The next station is
Upland, Indiana." The train came to a been personally acquainted with a few
sudden stop with a jirk strong enough since 1900. In the course of conversato throw one out of the train, but we tion he invited me into his room.
I went just to please him, and then
were finally able to walk down to the
too',
I enjoyed his company, and wantred brick platform.
ed the next turn for a visit. I had
"Surely we must be mistaken for hardly seated myself until I began
this could never be a railroad station," again to converse about our little bed
was probably my first thought. In fellows. He asked me if I really could
front of me stood a black pesky look recognize one when I saw it. When I
ing shed or waiting room. On my left tried to prove that I did, I looked
stood a massive structure of a bridge upon the wall up toward the ceiling
built from rough timber. This was and exclaimed, "Why up there are
built over the railroad as the tracks two now."
were down in a basin excavated for
"Where?"
that purpose. On each side of the
"Right there by the moulding," I
railroad track stood large tunnnels answered. "See them; they are putextending through the air to the ting on their evening performance or
bridge and sidewalk above. These doing their daily dozen ?"
tunnels reminded me of the calf walks
Are they bedbugs ?"
they have in Delaware along the rail
"Why sure, just get up there and
road stations so that calves can be look at them." George proceeded to
loaded easily in the box cars. I could climb upon the bed to see the little
have easily imagined myself in the brown, swiftly moving insects. "Wow,
manufacturing section of Pittsburg they go fast, don't they?"
had it not been for the smoke and dust
"Yes," they can travel at least one
and dirt being about two inches thicker hundred twenty miles per hour."
on Upland's station than in Pittsburg.
I then began to investigate the cor
On every side of me stood college ners of George's bed. "None I guess
students laughing and talking as hard in this corner." "Oh, yes, there are."
as they could. But for myself it was "See that sentry on guard?"
Upon further investigation I found
no laughing matter for I had already
cast my eyes on Upland's Railroad a whole nest of middle sized ones in
Station. What a nasty dirty looking that corner. Then I looked at another.
place. There was noise all around me. "Oh, look here. See those babies?"
The train was puffing fantastically Aren't they cute?"
By that time George had become
at my side. Automobiles were rumb
frantic.
ling madly over the bridge, the college
He had never seen any before. His
students were laughing gayly all aroommate
came in and asked why he
round. I was wondering if this was
anywhere near a college. I can assure was so "fussed."
"Bed bugs! 'Man' Bed bugs! We
you that if a train had stopped at
'got' bed bugs here by the dozen."
the station headed toward home, I
I discovered in the third corner what
would have been one of the first per
I called a "whole regiment."
sons on it.
War was declared. George started
Finally, the chauffeur of T. U.'s for some ammunition. I was glad, be
Taxi, Orlo Rupp, found out who was cause I had a certain variety and did
bound for the college and he marched not want the breeds mixed.
us up the dirty subways to the taxi.
Some gasoline was bought and with
How dark it was in this funny looking
the assistance of several volunteers
place. I held on to' the rail leading al
the bugs were killed and driven away.
ong the side and when I arrived at
George was much pleased with the
the top my hand looked about like
everything else around there. Just victory won. Really I think he is a
black and dirty. We were all glad to hero. He and his army of volunteers
get in T. U.'s taxi and start for the completely killed the other army. It
college where we could view a beauti makes me think of Admiral Dewey s
ful clean looking campus and enjoy great victory at Manilla.
—George Edie
God's beautiful sunshine.

f

Pittsburg may be noted for its steel
manufacturing, Chicago for its crooks,
AFTER TEN TEN
New York for its large population,
but to my mind Upland should be not
0mw he bell rang. Its silvery echo
ed for its raijroad station.
/11 died out, cut short by the weari—Anderson Long
ness 0f the bell-ringer. A few
minutes later a curious sight was seen,
One after another, beginning with
A MEDITATION
those nearest the stairs, the lights
Elsie Fuller
winked out only to wink on again as
the footsteps died out on the stairs,
There are those who dwell among us, Boyll, the eagle-eyed monitor, had returned to his downy pillow.
In this little world of ours,
Odors of frying hamburger floated
Whose lives just help and bless us,
For their talents, time and powers down the corridor. Cries of, "Pass,
bid eighty five, reds trump" smote
Are fully yielded up to Christ,
the
listening ear. A "hot" rook game
And under his control.
was in progress.
Instinctively we trust in them—
About eleven o'clock an exquisite
They are on God's Honor Roll.
s o l o was rendered by John Rosengrant
tenor of Wisconsin
They have sorrows, troubles, losses, the silver-voiced
a
j_y._
Hi p H owav
n
Just as well as joy and gain,
BovlV'woke up and commanded his
But that smile of theirs just sparkles
room mate Don Dickson to cease snorLike sunshine through the rain.
ing.
And if you have a heavy load,
Just as the clock struck twelve, the
Too much for you to bear,
roar of a cut-out was heard, and a
So your heart is almost breaking,
They are sure to come and share. certain well-known Pontiac skidded to
a stop at the side walk. Professor
Furbay had just arrived from spend
I wonder—are they like us?
ing an evening at the new museum.
Common folks like you and me?
By one o'clock everything was quiet.
Or are they finer, nobler,
The rook game was over; the ham
Than we can ever be?
burgers had met their doom, and evNo, I think they have a Master
Who keeps them strong and true, erybody was sleeping the sleep of the
innocent. Stillness reigned.
And if we'll seek to know Him,
—Ernest Shumaker
We will be made holy too.

A K N I G H T OF T H E R O A D

(H

he figure that had been the ob
ject of my attention for the
last half mile turned and faced
me. His face wore an expression of
inquiry, that is common to all knights
of the road when they flag the passing
motorist. His face said as plain as
could he "Can I ride?" and if I had
answered, I would have said that he
was more able to ride than to walk,
His long gray hair which hung beneath an old miner's cap, was as full
of "rats" as any child's when it arises
in the morning. From two slits in
his face, two pale blue eyes seemed
to drive their gaze into my head and
read the thoughts that were in my
mind. From one corner of his mouth,
which was surrounded by a year's
growth of beard, the tobacco stain
had made a toboggan slide down to
the end of his chin. An old corn cob
pipe protruded from the other corner,
and the most enticing aroma of the
seven years' accumulation of burnt tobacco met my sense of smell.
A loose coat hung from his stooped
shoulders. His back met the legs at
an obtuse angle of one hundred and
thirty degrees. A pair of trousers, far
too large for a man of his statue,
flopped unceasingly around his legs,
and the cuffs were tattered by long
contact with the pebbles of the road.
His shoes (shall I call them shoes?)
were devoid of any thing one could
call a heel. Somewhere between Maine
and California lay the pieces. The
soles of his shoes had once driven the
wheels of industry on some farmer's
threshing machine, and lacked an inch
on each side of the old soles of being
cut off the right size. He walked with
a slow shuffling tread. This combina
tion with the old worn out shoes and
his small statue gave him the appear
ance of the flat duck as it paddles
around the lot looking for food.
When I saw him last he was still
walking.
—Frederick E. Vincent

A HOLE IN THE TOE

or some time the weather had
been hot and dry; the grass
withered and the corn leaves
curled; the streams grew smaller, un
til Mr. Garner had to resort to the
AWAKE
windmill for his water supply. The
windmill worked well for a time but,
Shy buds break through the warm, at length, even that stopped running,
brown earth
as Mr. Garner noticed one evening
And gaze about in round-eyed wonder when he came home from the field.
The linnet trills in gladsome mirth
"Well, Tom," he said to his hired
His mate 'draws night with instincts man, "I guess you'll have to pump wa
tender
ter for the stock tonight. I'm going
For the skies are blue, and the violets to take my family to Hytown. I'll be
too
back in the morning with a man to
Reflect the light in the eyes of you. fix the mill."
Tom had been working at Garner's
And the cowbells clink in the meadow for some time and was accustomed to
green
do whatever was asked of him. He did
The brook slips by with a song that's not enjoy milking, however; neither
cheery
did he like to work late at night,
The bees hum loyally round their.
"I'll do the milking and the other
queen
work before I pump the water," he
And the children romp with laughter thought as he unhitched his team,
merry.
"Perhaps I can make the mill run."
For springs' in the air, and the butIt was almost dark when Tom was
tercups fair
ready to water the cattle. He looked
Have captured the gold that glints up the seventy-foot tower and saw
your hair.
the wheel swaying gently as the wind
played through its fan-blades. Below
—Anna M. Stewart
the wheel was a wooden platform sev
eral feet in width. This platform was
a sock with a hole in it. I frowned square except that one corner was
and pulled it off. I must search for cut off in order that the ladder might
others. I found them, pulled one of reach from the base to' the top of the
them on and to "W disgust found tower. At this corner was the only
in the same condition as the first, place where one could get onto the
My frown deepened. Why did socks platform.
Persist in getting holes in them ? I
"It doesn't seem very high," he
fbrew it in the corner with its brother, thought, gazing upward. "I guess I'll
no doubt they could find some comg0 Up and see what's the matter. Old
^old" *n being two of a kind together. Garner's afraid of high altitudes. It
There they lay, two socks, each one looks a little like rain, but it will
with a hole in the toe of it—how in- never rain hard enough to' help me
convenient, how downright disgusting, any; I will have the cattle to water
enough to spoil any man's breakfast, rain or no rain."
But then a sock is only a sock,
He started to climb the tower, but
come, that should not spoil your break- stopped to look down before he reachfast. Get another. But what if I hadn't ed the top.
another! The evil thought flashed
"Higher than I thought," he mused.
across "W mind as 1 sprang to the "It's safe enough, though."
bureau and began my frantic search
At last he reached the top and
for socks. I was by that time thor- climbed over the edge of the platoughly aroused and I clawed and pull- form. The wind was blowing harder
ed, but in vain; shirts, collars, hand- here than nearer the ground. The
kerchiefs, pajamas, B. V. D.'s, every- platform, a little creaky but apparentthing even to collar buttons, but not ly firm enough supported four steps
a sock, not a single solitary sock to leading to the axle of the twelve foot
cover up that energetic, ornery, con- wheel. The vane above, which appeared
founded big toe.
quite small from the ground, seemed
Drat the socks, drat the maker of tc' Srow in size as Tom examined it
them! Where were clean ones? What's at close range.
"Ah!" he exclaimed after exploring
the matter with the laundry? We shall
for a time, "this wire is caught and
see about this.
holds the mille out of gear."
I sank upon a chair, exhausted; the
He cut the wire. With a jerk that
prespiration of anger and fear stand shook the tower the giant wheel swung
jng out upon my brow.
around and started to whirl. So sud
^
j
t
T
I sat for a time and the more I den was the movement that Tom's
pliers fell to the ground, and he would
sat the harder f thought. I saw men
have fallen had he not caught him
going by, all with a shameful, yes, a self.
criminal look on their faces; men by
"I guess I had better go down the
the thousands hurrying, skulking by; ladder before I fall over the edge,"
ah, if the secret of their hearts could he muttered, turning toward the other
but be known. Oh, that shameful side of the Platform. , „ .
„ Al
Then he noticed that the wheel was
thing, think of it, thousands of them whirling directly above the place

ow it so happened that on a
certain beautiful morning when
the sky was clear and blue and
all the world was smiling that I proceeded to climb out of my bed and
. .,
, - ,.
, ,
m the usual fashion to dress myself
for the day's work. All things went
smoothly, as no doubt, they should
have done until I came to the task of
putting on a pair of socks, which,
for no reason that I can find, is a
very necessary part of man's attire,
Upon pulling on one of the flimsy
things, I looked down and there I saw
that my great toe was obtrusively pro going to work each one with a hole in
truding from a hole in the anterior his sock. I saw a divorce court, and a
end of the sock. Now the hole was thousand men applying for divorce,
not very big to be sure, but I frowned The charge was brutality, desertion,
for who' wants to wear a sock with a
hole in the toe of it? And it seems that alienated affection, anything, everythose little holes have always the un- thing, but the real reason hidden deep
pleasant faculty of constantly increas- in their hearts; and the socks each
ing in size.
with a hole in the toe. The judge
Ah) a little hole in a sock; how looked on with sympathetic knowing,
,
,
,
,.
many an honest and upright citizen
an
Un erS an
an
gave e ^
^
bas bad to set out with a sock reambling a gater, pulled down on over wish—separation from the wife who
the end of his foot. It is enough to forgot to mend the socks,
take the courage out of the stoutest
-pbe vision grew and I saw the world
heart. He pulls his hat down over his dividedj the men Qn Qne side of it and
eyes, he sneaks out like a criminal
,
,
. ,
e women on the other.
at large, he cuts across lots and sneaks
n one
down alleys, and at every step a cold man stood up for to read a paper,
toe pushes farther and farther into, a very serious matter, to the women
a cold, clammy shoe. What a feeling!
ori the 0ther side. He suddenly fell
Every step is an agony, and at each with & great noige from the box
step the hole grows bigger. After he
has proceded five blocks the second 1
wm^i xc
6
toe is out and keeping company with
What! I jumped to my feet. I must
the first.
have dropped off to sleep for the bell
He finally goes into his office, he was ringing furiously. The laundry
stlcks hls toe deePer mto

his shoe—
squash, squash. He would swear that
folks could see that hole! And then
what if the inkwell should fall on his
foot or some one would have the audacity to step on it; and then he might
have to take off his shoe, oh, that
would be unbearable!
T}le

figures all sit on ead> he cant
wor >
e
ay
® can even
in >
13 ruined-all for want of a sock.
No, I could not think of wearing

A Short Story

had arrived.
,
,
„ ,
clean socks, dozens of them
and not a hole' smooth and secure' Is
breakfast ready? To be sure. Yes
and I am hungry. The sky is blue and
the birds are singing and I can look
man

Ah'

the world in the face for I am a fearman> for j wear socks without
b(des in the toes of them.

legs

—(Contributed)

where the ladder came up the tower.
There were only about three inches
between the lower edge of the wheel
and tke Platform. Slowly it dawned
upon Tom that he was trapped. Alone
on the top of a seventy-foot tower
with night swiftly approaching! Then
he heard a distant rumble,
"The storm is coming faster than I
thought," he exclaimed. "Mr. Garner
will not be back before morning and
there is no way of stopping the wheel."
Tom had worked at Garner's long
enough to learn the double purpose
for which the steel tower served. On
ly a few months before Mr. Garner
had said, "We are in a bad storm belt
here. Our buildings used to' be struck
by lightning until that tower was
built, but now it serves as a lightning
rod as well as a tower for the wheel."
Tom himself had heard the lightning
snap from the tower once during a
storm. He trembled as he thought of

it.

The wheel whirled on, gaining in
speed as the wind blew harder. It re
volved on its pivot as a huge electric
fan; yet it never swung far enough
either way to let Tom creep over the
edge and down the ladder.
At last Tom's mind began to work.
He looked up, then down. The roof
of the highest building was at least
forty feet below. "If I had a rope,"
he thought, "I might let myself over
the edge." But no rope was near. Then
a happy thought flashed across his
mind. «The wind usually goes down
(Continued on page 4 col. 1)
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Doctor Owen Speaks In
Sunday Chapel
Sunday afternoon Dr. Owen deliv
ered an expository and inspirational
sermon. His theme centered around
Christian inheritances. The text was
taken from I Peter 1:4: "To an in
heritance, incorruptible and undefiled,
and that fadeth not away, reserved
in Heaven for you."
This verse points out to us that
the inheritance of faithful Christians
is incorruptible and therefore it has
nothing to do with any earthly in
heritance. The things of the earth are
corruptible. The true inheritance of
the Christian is in Heaven.
Furthermore it is a sinless inheri
tance. Heaven is, therefore a sinless
environment. No sin shall ever enter
the Holy City.
Life here has always the element
of tragedy. But that tragedy is infin
itely deepened by the blight of sin.
Each one may be subject to that blight
in this life. But when we reach our
Heavenly home; we have received the
last blight of sin or last touch of the
enemy.
There is no truth so clearly por
trayed in all the Scriptures as that
of the immortality of the individual.
That there is a life after death is
quite universal. This belief is based
upon certain outward evidences. But
Christians have authority for their
belief for their are many references
throughout the Bible on which to base
this belief.
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vane against the wind, he might be
able to stop the wheel long enough to
crawl down. He ascended the three
remaining steps, leaned out and grip
ped the vane. It moved. He pulled it
toward him and seized the outer end.
If he could only swing it next to the
wheel he would be safe.
Large drops of rain began to fall.
Hail rattled against the wheel and
tower. A crash of thunder made them
quiver. Then a sudden gust of wind
gave the vane a violent jerk. Tom
felt himself being swung through
space. His feet dangled .in mid-air,
but he held tight to the vane with
both hands. Then the storm broke
loose in all its fury. The wind whistled
through the tower and dashed the
sheeted rain against Tom as he slowly worked his way toward the center
ol the tower, sliding his hands a few
inches at a time, He knew that if he
went too far, he would place his hands
upon the turning gears, and instantly
they would be ground to pieces and he
would fall through space. At last he
reached the ladder and descended to
the platform. As he stepped down he
felt a board move.
"A loose board!" he exclaimed with
an accession of hope.
It was only a moment's work to
pull it off and by using it as a lever
to loosen several other boards, he
shortly had a hole near the ladder
large enough to crawl' through, and
soon reached the gorund in safety.
—Wesley Draper.

Mnanka Drill

Athletic Notes

Dr. Blodgett Speaks On
The New Name

Athletics are booming at Taylor.
Thalo and Philo track men and run
ners, jumpers, polevaulters and shot
putters are training. Secret try-outs
for timing the sprinters have been
™mored.
The new Athletic Field will be the
scene of fifteen thrilling, record-making events on May 26 according to
plans well underway. A new dirt track
now nearly completed, is encouraging
some 30 young men to do training
for the running events as never before,
Last year, Wayne York, Philo, broke
the school record for the 220 yard
dash. He is at work to do better this
year. The broad jump record was low
ered last year by Albert Eicher, class
0f '27. Philo' and Thalo men have even
chances in this event,
A mile relay race may be an added
fpaI
year's track races.
This race is always a thriller from the
start to finish. The Thalo track man
ager, Hazen Sparks, has competed
for his home country in the famous
Drake Relays of Iowa on two occasions,

Choosing as his theme, from the
second chapter of Revelations, this
passage, "To him that overcometh
will I give to eat of the hidden manna,
and will give him a white stone, and
in the stone a new name written," Dr.
Blodgett brought the Men's Ministerial
a profound and reverential mediation
on the greatness of our Heavenly Father.
Dr Blodgett remarked that we go'
on day by day without an adequate
conception of God, while the vastness
of the physical universe is even a tremendous thought.
All were deeply impressed by the
conception Dr. Blodgett gave, of the
God who was so' great and still could
care for man. It was pointed out,
that it was because of this very greatness that he could care for each individual even as he cared for the lilies
of the field and he fowl of the air.
Thus as God deals with each individ
ually even so will he reward each
individually, who is an overco'mer.
Then from the Father each will receive
a new name which will be God's way
of distinguishing us as individuals.
All present rejoiced with Dr. Blod
gett in the care of the Heavenly Fa
ther and in greatness of eternal life
with Him.

W. Y. Bishop, Physical Director, is
coaching the men for the Field Day
clashes in the Physical Training clas
ses. He is enthusiastic with the pros
pects for developing more real ath
letes by careful training.

Try

Marion's Ladies Store
COATS DRESSES
MILLINERY
N. E. Corner of Square

THE BROWN LAUNDRY CO.
Marion's Greatest Cleaning
Plant
FELT HAT CLEANED AND
BLOCKED 75c
LAUNDERERS—
Shirts, Collars, Underwear,
Sox,
Handkerchiefs,
Ladies'
Wear, Comforts, Blankets, Cur
tains, Dry Wash, Rough Dry
Wash, Rugs, etc.
DRY CLEANERS —
Suits, Overcoats, Dresses,
Skirts, Waists, Gloves, Hats,
Neckties, DrapereS, Furs, Caps,
Sweaters.
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
STEAM PRESSED
ALBERT KRAUSE
Manager of Taylor Branch
Basement Swallow Robin

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

BEN BRADFORD

Service Garage
HOME OF

CHEVROLET
OIL, GAS, TIRES,
ACCESSORIES
and STORAGE
Phone 82

Upland

VISIT UPLAND'S NEW
BARBER SHOP
Next door to the Service Garage
An Experienced Barber
A Clean Shop for Clean People
Bobbing A Specialty

special

GROCERIES, MEATS AND
PRODUCE
Trade Here and Save $$$$$
Phone 61
L. E. Hiatt, Prop.

Dear Jean:
cakes and pastries
Chapel this week has been rathfor your parties
er varied and I for one have enjoyed
the change.
Tuesday, due to the fact that the
pipe organ was being installed, we
Upland Baking Co.
had our chapel in Society Hall and
Upland, Indiana
the boys in Spiers jfall. 0f course,
I can't give you the details of their
CAPITAL $25,000.00
chapel, but Dr. Paul was our speaker.
His message was from Daniel 12:3.
.Surplus and Profit $8,000.00.
Dr. CHAS. W. BECK
He told us that each one of us had
DENTIST
HARMON FISHERBUCK, Pres.
some talent to cultivate and use in
the master's service. He spoke of
Office over the Bank
E. L. BRAGG. Cashier
the fact that we may or may not get
Phone 951-3
Upland, Ind.
glory here on earth but whether we
do' or not is of no importance for our
great reward is given in Eternity.
UP-TO-DATE TAILORING
Wednesday, Mrs. Shilling gave us a
CLEANING AND PRESSING
wonderful message. This is the first
A SPECIALTY
time this year that she has been the
chapel speaker and we enjoyed the
C. E. POORMAN
privilege of listening to her. Her
theme was—"What is worth while."
o.
She urged us to let go all things we
Have Made the School Jewelry
For
could not carry into Eternal life—
to let go pretense, worry, discontent
and self seeking. She told us to lay
hold of the worth while things—time,
For Ten Consecutive Years
work, happiness, love, duty, friend
ship and sorrow. Her closing thought
was that Christian faith holds the key
"Knowing HOW to Dress is—
to perfect life.
Knowing WHERE to Buy"
Thursday found the class emblems
in prominence once more. The junior
Marion's Largest
Price-Hutchins Co.
president read the rules which are to
Cloak Store
Complete Service in
regulate our 'conduct toward the sen
MEN'S WEAR
iors. The junior class had adopted
some new rules that were both unique
and interesting. You can be glad you
New and Old Students
aren't a freshman at Taylor, Jean,
Beautiful Line Of
some Sunday night would probWELCOME
Spring Hats
Smith got one vote. That isn't so disfind you washing an honorable
;
BEITLER STUDIO
ROSE ST. JOHN
couraging after all, when you consid senior's dishes.
_ ,
__
t
at luaiiuu
Marion
• i
loo West
YVai Third Street
122
Friday
we
sang
the
Taylor
Hymn.
U..........
i
;
zzwe,
er that Senator Watson and Reed and
the rest got none, except—Oh, well, It's a rule now that we should sing *
that's the point. Herbie Hoover polled it once a week. I say "Amen" to that
DR. F. L. RESLER
twelve votes. Several people did not rule. Dr. Paul spoke on the current
DR. C. C. FARIS
PHYSICIAN
AND SURGEON
vote. Let's hope at least that they problems of the day. Are you voting
Optometrist
Office South of M. E. Church
would have distributed their votes a- for Hoover?
I 504-505 Marion Nat'l Bank Bldg.
Phones: Office 1132; Res. 104
mong the candidates who had none.
pVe got Spring Fever. There is a
{
Eyes Examined And
Upland, Indiana
Glasses Fitted
We concluded that there is at least regular epidemic of it here on the
1-33
or. practical joker in the class—but campus. So long, Write soon for I
we think he should have consulted the may perish,
As ever,
Junior President before using a presi
Sally
dential candidate's name so lightly.

The song service was lead by Prof.
Wells. He sang a solo entitled, "I
Despite the many attractions on the
Know a Name," accompanied by Stu campus Saturday evening, the Mnanart Weston.
kas held a very interesting session,
The hour was spent in Parliamentary
Drill. A motion was made that the
THE LOOSE BOARD
Mnankas and Soangetahas have a ser(Continued from page 3, col. 5)
ies of baseball games, and a most serbefore the storm. Perhaps I can climb ious discussion followed in which the
down the ladder then."
physical injuries likely to result from
He waited. Five, ten, fifteen and such exercises were ably discussed.
even thirty minutes passed. The storm
The Misses Frances Collins, Mary
came nearer. The black clouds rolled Leisure, and Helen Trout were slighthigher and higher. Overhead the stars ly tardy in arriving; but as they were
were still shining, but in the west they only children with their rattle, monkwere hidden by the gathering storm. ey and rabbit and other toys, nothing
Then a dark rolling mass separated more could be expected of them. These
itself from the rest of the clouds, and three little girls were requested to
sped across the sky. Below this it was entertain the club by singing, "The
lighter, and still nearer the horizon, Girl Across the Aisle," and after much
lightning flashed incessantly.
discussion they consented to do so.
"There is sure to be wind in that, According to appearances, the selec
and hail too," he thought. "If Mr. tion was as much enjoyed by the per
Garner or somebody would come! But formers as by the audience.
no one will come. I must get down
Other equally interesting motions
by myself or stay up here."
contributed to making the hour enjoy
The minutes passed slowly. The dis able to every one present.
tant rumblings of thunder changed
to louder peals, then to crashes. The
AL SMITH COPS ONE VOTE
lightning flashed again and again,
much nearer now, and the wind began
Straw Vote Held in Diplomacy Class
to abate. During the flashes of light
Tuesday was to be election day.
ning Tom watched the wheel as it
Naturally, on Monday morning, the
turned slower and slower until he
American Diplomacy Class turned its
could almost count its blades. But it
attention to high things. Well, it be
never stopped; neither did it change
gan this way. Someone suggested a
its position for even a second, but
presidential straw vote in the class.
hung over the place that Tom must
A general wish to bring the thing to
pass to reach safety.
a show-down was expressed. Mrs.
Tom looked and saw the vane direct Howard, the professor, agreeably conly over his head. He must act quick sented. It was election time.
ly If he could only turn and hold that
To' make a short story long, A1
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